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"Double Bill"
Opens College
Drama Season
Last Wednesday, November
20th, Newton Dramatic Club
opened its season with "A Double
Bill." The program was a presentation in contrasts, a taste
of different kinds of theatre, con.
sisting of Christopher Pry's "A
Phoenix Too Frequent" and the
first act of Arnold Perl's "Tevya
and His Daughters."
"A Phoenix Too Frequent" is
Fry's first published play, a forerunner of his "The Lady's Not
for Burning," which many students enjoyed in Boston last
spring. An intellectual verse comedy, it was enacted by Margie
Barritt, Cornelia McClosky and

Fred Grannis.
The
Sholom

Perl

dramatization

Aleichem's

stories

"Tevya" exemplifies Jewish

No. 2

TRAVERS SEES COCTEAU
IN PERSONAL SETTING
M. Jacques Travers, designer of
the French play-

Cocteau was also a poet, painter, and sculptor. Although some

wright, Jean Cocteau, spoke here
November 16th. Because M. Coc.
teau had died only three days before this lecture, M. Travers presented a personal picture of the
playwright, describing "Jean Coc.
teau, the Man" from personal
memories, allowing the audience to
see and understand him.
"Jean was so thin," M. Travers
observed, "that he looked like two
profiles stuck together," but he
was outspoken and "knew what
he wanted." Once he and his designer disagreed about the color
of some sets. Travers suggested
black and white. Cocteau wanted
gray. "He was right," admitted
Travers. "They were perfect."

criticize his dilettantism, M. Travers contends that he tried "as a
true poet, to be everywhere. He
had the gift of übiquity." And he
realized that one must look be.neath the surface of art to find
its "true gold."
M. Travers illustrated his talk
with a book designed by Cocteau
and printed in his own script. It
contains pictures of his home,
photographs of the carousel horse
in his garden, etchings, cartoojis,
and a sketch of his friends Stravinsky and Picasso. "His writing
itself is a work of art," said Travers. He added that a line is as
great as what it represents, that

stage sets for
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NOVICE DEBATERS
CAPTURE TROPHIES
Beat Harvard? Dartmouth?
M.I.T. ? Yes, Newton's novice debaters defeated these teams November 11th in a twenty-school invitational debate tournament at
Harvard. Freshmen Donna Shelton, Barbara Butler, Cathy Palenchar, and Julie Gilbert returned bearing two trophies, their
first acquisitions in this field. Donna and Barbara received a trophy for the highest affirmative
team. Although Julie and Cathy
tied with three other schools for
first negative team, the trophy
went to the team with the highest speaker points. All four were
awarded the trophy for the second
highest four-man team.

October 26th marked five wins
out of six for the novice debat-

This year the Science Club is
expanding its activities to offer
a lecture series open to both science and non-science majors. The
topics to be discussed by guest
lecturers touch

upon many
advances and developments

recejit

in the

of
of
folk

play featured Maureen Moriarty,
Polly Grannis, Connie Murphy,
Simone Poirier, Jo Bogart, Ginnie Saviano and new actors from
the Boston area, notably Larry
Blumsack, who was active in the
Newton Summer Theatre.

of Radiology, touching
briefly on the effects of radiation
exposure and the physiological
changes brought about by this
exposure.

The thii'd lecture in this series
took place on Thursday, November 21st. The speaker was
Dr. Prank Bellamarich, also of Boston University, and associated with

House in New York City, will
11th, to
on December
the
International
Relations
Club.
All are invited to attend.
speak,

W'oods Hole Marine Laboratories.
His address was on blood coagula-

tion.
M. Jacques Travers shows Mother Putnam and other Art Club members playwright Jean Cocteau's book. M. Travers used the book, designed and printed by
Cocteau, to illustrate his lecture, "Jean Cocteau, the Man."

Dr. Gleiman Warns:

The Science Club cordially invites all interested in keeping abreast with the world of atoms to
take advantage of these lectures.
A thorough background in the
sciences is not necessary for an
appreciation of the lectures.

"Violence Is Not Always Physical"

For the ancients, violence connoted an extrinsic force acting
against the "nature" of a thing.
Modern sciences revealed, however, that alien forces can eat on
man from within as well. The criterion for determining the nature
of violence should be the dignity
of an autonomous person. Then,
the social order will be one where
the moral responsibility of the
the op.
individual is supreme
societies
of
totalitarian
posite
which stress the conformity of the
?

bio-chemical sciences.
For its first two lectures the
Club was fortunate to have Dr.
Charles Levy, a professor at Boston University who is also work.
i.ng at Harvard Medical Center.
Dr. Levy's first lecture was on
neurobiology, or the biology of
the nervous system. He spoke of
developments tending to confirm
the belief that much of the functioning of the nervous system depends upon physical processes. He
referred to imprinting and other

In his second lecture Dr. Levy

Miss Dorothy Day, Editor of
the Catholic Worker, pacifist,
directress of the Friendship

year. (December)

events.

spoke

ANNOUNCING:

.

tacked a very pertinent question

in discussing the advantages and
disadvantages of Cathloic and
non-Catholic schools. The Club itself outlined the Civil Rights proposals on Thursday, November
7th. These discussions are slanted
toward acquainting Newton students with important
current

stantiate this fact. Mother Gorman of the pyschology depart,
ment, who attended the lecture,
found his comments on investigations in drug therapy for mental
disease especially informative.

was cancelled.

"It is often quite easy to forget

Every other week Debate Club
has sponsored on-campus discussions. Wellesley and Newton at-

techniques used in laboratory ex.
perimentation with mice to sub-

The plays were to have run for
three nights: November 20th, 21st,
and 22nd. However upon the death
of President Kennedy, the Friday

the obvious. .the obvious is not
always the superficial or the irrelevant." Violence in society
should be obvious, but often we
forget what constitutes violence.
Its presence may be so subtle that
we do not recognize it. Such violence was Dr. Gleiman's subject
in a talk given to the National
Meeting of the American Catholie Philosophical Association last
April. The association plans to
publish Dr. Gleiman's paper this

-

DR. LEVY DISCUSSES
NERVES, RADIATION

comedy. Aleichem is the Mark
Twain of Jewish folklore and Tevya is his Huckleberry Finn. The

performance

ers. Maria Metzler, Sally Albergotti, Donna Shelton, and Cathy
Palenchar debated the same topic as in the November 11th debate Resolved: "That the Federal Government should guarantee
the opportunity for higher education to all qualified students."

individual. Violence is not in the
physical realm alone. In fact it is
more devastating when it takes
the form of propaganda where the
act
if done well
is a subtle
molding of the individual into an
image. For "even without application of brutal force, an act of
violence can be committed."
?

?

Myth of the Future

The Myth of the Future is an
attempt to justify such violence.
Here the future perfection of society (blatantly assuming its pos.
isibility) dethrones the concrete
historical man as a center of reference. However, "the only values
that serve that future are those
which the prophets of the millenium are able to determine."
Man and his individual right of
free consciousness are subordin.
ated to the hidden persuader's
dreams of Utopia.
Yet, perhaps these dreams, these
aspirations, have a certain validity, if based 011 a valid natural
law theory of the nature of man.

Dr. Gleiman thinks that the role
of these very aspirations of man
seeking a common end and the
means they employ constitute a
bridge from political to philosophic factors." "An intimate relation exists between the structure
of a political society and the aspiration of its members." "The
purpose of a political society can
be viewed also as a standard for
judging this society."
Yet if these values are simply
the arbitrary order of society,
government, or ideology, "it becomes impossible to identify free
choice with consent to values.
Freedom, and consequently what
now can be recognized as its op.
posite, violence, become arbitrary

as well."
Collective Passivity
For "if there is such a thing as
a human person, immersed in this
world and in the society, yet enan
dowed with infinite value"
with selfend, not a means ?
"then there is no
determinism ?
?

more brutal violence to fail to
recognize such a being as the per.
son, to prevent such a being from
becoming a person, to treat such
a being as a means, as a function,
as an object." This brutal violence

occurs in our society "every time
a person is sacrificed to progress,
to success, to profit, to a future
Utopia." Maji becomes merely a
form of "collective passivity" under the threat of such violence.
"Cases of scattered and clandestine violence, especially in the
neuralgic areas of this power
struggle, leave no room to doubt
that the conflict is a global one."
In the desire to possess man's
mind, many use such subtle vio.
lence. The result of this violence
does not have to appear physically. For perhaps the most dangerous and lasting violence trespasses on the very spirit of man
his mind, leaving an indelible
mark. "Man can be manipulated
without being aware of it or even
caring about it; he can lose his
?

(Continued
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Page 3)

Dr. Charles Levy opened the
Science Club's lecture series with
talks on neurology and radiation.
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TO THE EDITOR:

Our Policy
At the last Student Government meeting, we promised to state our editorial policies in this issue. We hope
such a statement will correct current erroneous ideas about
the nature and function of "885" and will prevent future
misconceptions.
"885" is the student news publication of Newton
College. As a student newspaper, we present facts and
opinions about student activities and attitudes. Besides
covering lectures and events, both on and off campus, we
try to relate them to student life and ideas.

We do not intend to be a sounding board for student
discontent. While encouraging individual opinion, we insist on maintaining dignity in our columns. Letters to the
Editor must be in good taste and must be signed.

An Answer
"The time has come," say I, to establish a basis from
which a coherent discussion of social committee can emerge. This basis is necessary, since it is evident from the
recent article in the Pimpernel that some people in the
school have a murky idea of social committee's purpose
and activities. Before I attempt to elucidate the committee's functions, I should like to commend the Pimpernel
for its interest in evaluation and discussion. The effects
were salutary; the means, questionable. The Pimpernel
is correct in saying that social committee has two functions. The first is the organization and arrangement of
social activities. The second is the maintenance of a
social standard. (Notice that I say "maintenance" not "establishment.") It is in this second area that the apparent
controversy arises. Pimpernel's editor(s) evidently feels
that the "average Newton student" will impose such a
standard upon herself. From the study of any society it is
clear that the average individual will take the responsibility of upholding the standard she chose when she became a member of that society. But what of the exception?
Agair., the examination of societies in general proves the
necessity for the existence of a procedure dealing with
the few who are not concerned with the society's standard
or well-being; the exception as opposed to the average.
It is perfectly possible to transcend the society itself and
impose this procedure from above, through administrative
handling of the social exceptions. Here, however, "in acthis procedure is
cord with Newton's liberal approach
placed within the society. Social committee is the mechanism through which this procedure is effected.
"

With this basis of the system established, it is possible to intelligently discuss the details of its execution. I
admit that there are imperfections in the present system
and am open to any and all suggestions for its improvement.

Susan Roy,
Head of Social Committee

Around Town
Wilbur Theater
Dec. 2
"Love and Kisses"
Nov. 20 Rev. J. A. Fichter "Church and Race Relations"
8:15 Paulist Center
Nov. 20 Bulgarian National Ensemble Donnelly Memorial
Shubert Theater
"Stop the World"
Nov. 20
"Rhinoceros"
Charles
St. Playhouse
Nov. 20
Dec. 13
Symphony Hall
Glenn Gould
Nov. 21
Image Theater
Nov. 21
"Ghosts"
Dec. 2
Kresge Auditorium
Modern Jazz Quartet
Nov. 22
Nov. 22-24 San Carlo Opera Company Donnelly Memorial
John Hancock Hall
Theodor Bikel
Nov. 23
"The Campus
111
vs.
Burkhart
Nov. 24 Fulton Lewis
J.A.
Ford Hall
Generation, Right or Left"
Hall
Symphony
Birgit Nilsson
Nov. 24
Symphony Hall
Nina Simone
Nov. 27
Symphony Hall
Dec. 1
David Oistrakh
Dec. 2-Dec. 18 "Nobody Loves an Albatross"
Wilbur Theater
Dec. 5 Ballet Folklorico of Mexico Donnelly Memorial
Symphony Hall
"Messiah"
Dec. 14, 15, 16
Nov. 18

-

-

-

Dear Editor,

NEWTON COLLEGE OF THE SACRED HEART

Since Newton, through NFCCS,
has proposed that students not
only may but must contribute to
the formulation of academic policies, it would be consistent to
consider the direction taken by
our own
policies in theology
which, as they stand, have been
open to criticism and to act on

this formulation.
The limiting of

our study to
the Summa Theologica of Aquinas
and the failure to use his text as
a springboard to knowledge of
other theologians has had. a detrimental effect on many students
at this college. Grafted we are
fortunate to have ready access to
the best that medieval scholasti.
cism produced in theology. On the
other hand, if a deeper undercommitment
to
standing and
Catholicism is a goal of the Catholic college, this goal is more
often lost than gained because
of our method of studying the
Summa. This is true especially in
view of the modern and worthy
trend toward personalism in the.
ology as well as in philosophy.

Students

today, more

than before,

need to understand the personal
quality of their religion and their
own relation to it because, as Walter J. Ong, S.J. has said, "this
Church is not a mere 'organization' but a mysterious extension
of the Person of Christ, who is
Himself God. It is the Mystical
Body of Christ."
Again to quote Father Ong:
"models come and go. Not that
the old ones turn out necessarily
to be untrue. They may remain
entirely true while they become
quite unfruitful." The Summa
Theologica, considered as a model
of systematic thought in theology,
is. for the most part, as true today as it was conceived to be in
the thirteenth century. Consequently ;t deserves attention in
our theology department. At the
same time, its isolated study has
lost a great deal of its "fruitfulness" for the modern world. By
isolation I mean that the Summa
is taken in the original form, ar.
tide by article, with little or no
reference to Aquinas's contemporaries and to the wealth of theological writings which has since
been published.
Other students to whom I have
spoken agree that it is essentially
a question of stress which could

and should be remedied as soon
as possible. What we would all
hope to see is a composite effort,
undertaken by the students, to
bring Thomas into perspective at
Newton.
Maggie Stokes '64
Dear Editor,
As a Freshman, the institutions
and traditions subject to recent
controversy are new to me. Two
weeks ago, everyone was heatedly
discussing the pros and cons, mostly the cons, of "885." Many
Freshmen besides myself were
disappointed in the paper, which
resembled high-school papers.
A college newspaper should be
an organ of student expression
and include controversial topics. I
have discovered "885" does not

discriminate

against

such topics,

but welcomes them. Students have
time to discuss, but do not have
time to act. "885" will be what
it should be only when students
voice their opinions through it.
The Pimpernel started a new
chain reaction of controversy by
criticizing the Social Committee
rules. A college must have an
image, and there must be ways
to maintain it. This controversy
has sparked discussions. If students act and do not forget the
discussions after the first week,
this controversy will have accom-

plished its end.

Tina Crowley, '67

NEWTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Mary Ellen Palenchar '64
Editor-in-Chief
Margaret Bogosian '64
Managing EditorCarol Odenbaeh '64
Business Manager
Barbara Richardson '64
Circulation Manager
?

?

?

?

News Staff: S. Bearden, M. Cloney, M.L. Cunningham, M. Harnisch,
M. Schickel, V. Mcßride.
Editorial Assistants: B. Moore, Coordinator; C. Davis, A.M. Sweeney,
L. Macintosh, R. Ryan.
Sports Editor: Ann

Marie DeNisco '64.

"Around Town": Sheila Lawlor '64.
Photographer: Kelley Burg

Cartoonist: Carol Sorace
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The Other Side
In a recent issue of Time Magazine (Nov. 1, 1963), the Education
section exposed the scientific art of "conning the professor." One can
imagine students across the country chuckling with glee at the article.
One can also imagine professors and those involved in formulating
learning theories reading the article, nodding their heads and laughing. In many cases, it may well have been a hollow laugh.
Somehow this phennomejion of "conning," an art which is not
restricted, incidentally, to the field of education alone, has been accepted as a Reality by both student and professor. The first rule in
this Game, in which both sides know the rules and strive to perfect
them, is: "KEEP A STRAIGHT FACE."
Although experience has often proved me wrong, I would like
to reaffirm my faith in students, particularly Newton students. I am
an idealist, an Eternal Optimist, and, alas, even a Romantic in my
faith that the student really wants to learn. Phrases such as "your
personal adventure into the world of ideas," or "excitement in the
discovery of ideas" do not embarrass me in their naivete, I will continue to believe that the young, vigorous mind is ready and eager
to learn and discover. "Conning the professor" has nothing to do
with it.
Alfred North Whitehead, once called "the philosopher's philosopher and the educator's educator," outlined the ideals of education
May I recin his The Aims of Education (Mentor Paperback.
ommend it? Whitehead writes:
Culture is activity of thought, and receptiveness to beauty and
human feeling. Scraps of information have nothing to do with
it. A merely well-informed man is the most useless bore on God's
earth. What we should aim at producing is men who possess both
culture and expert knowledge in some special direction. Their
expert knowledge will give them the ground to start from, and
their culture will lead them as deep as philosophy and as high
as art. We have to remember that the valuable intellectual development is self-development, and that it mostly takes place between the ages of sixteen and thirty.
He adds: "W-hat I am anxious to impress on you is that though
knowledge is one chief aim of intellectual education, there is another
ingredient, vaguer but greater, and more dominating in its importance
. . .The ancients called it "wisdom." You cannot be wise without some
basis of knowledge; but you may easily acquire knowledge and remain
bare of wisdom. Now wisdom is the way in which knowledge is held.
It concerns the handling of knowledge, its selection for the determination of relevant issues, its employment to add value to our immediate
experience. This mastery of knowledge, which is wisdom, is the most
intimate freedom obtainable."
"The only avenue toward wisdom is by freedom in the presence
of knowledge. But the only avenue towards knowledge is by discipline
in the acquirement of ordered fact. Freedom and discipline are the two
essentials of education.
". . .the principle of progress is from within: the discovery is made
by ourselves, the discipline is self-discipline, and the fruition is the
outcome of our own initiative. The teacher has a double function. It is
for him to elicit the enthusiasm by resonance from his own personality, and to create the environment of a larger knowledge, and a firm-

er purpose."
Whitehead believes in both the student and the teacher.
Margaret Dever
(Ed: Mrs. Dever is Coordinator of the Study of Western Culture program. )
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GOES ARMY AGAIN

MOTHER GORMAN STRESSES VALUES
On Wednesday, October 30th,
Mother Margaret Gorman, Professor of Psychology, again attended the "Personnel Managment
for Executives Conference" in
Long Branch, New Jersey. Her
lecture, "Communication Processes in Organization and Management" was metaphysically and
Thomistically oriented. She addressed high-ranking officers and
civilians in the federal government
and will do so again in March.
Mother Gorman holds there are
three levels of communication.
The first, the level of fact, aims
at accuracy results from conditioning and response, not from
complete awareness of a situation.
The second level, that of ordinary

policy, aims at group rather than
individual initiative. This is the
"organization man" level. The Army is interested in the third and
proper level of communication,
which concerns the individual's
values, ideals, loyalty, and integrity. It emphasizes man's common,
not unique, qualities. To be free
and responsible, man needs an understanding and experience of values (meanings).
Mother Gorman thinks each
man must choose his own level in
a hierarchy of values ranging
from the sensual to the intellectual. A conflict often rises in the
individual person and in the interpersonal relationships of employer and employee, executive

personnel. The
Army, interested in this conflict,
has accepted Mother Gorman's
concept of hierarchy. Ideally,
these ideas may gain momentum
and spread into all areas of business arid government with some
possibility of ultimately liberating
the "organization man."
management and

There is, according to Mother

Gorman, no intrinsic connection

between language and meaning.
Each man judges statements and
events by his own frame of reference and knowledge. The management must recognize this fact
and permit the individual to view
a problem in its proper perspective by encouraging him to see
all sides. The Army realizes decision-making is slow when a person is aware of only one side
of a situation.
Mother

problems involving language and

communication.

Civil Rights
Dominates Meeting
Three Newton students attended

DR. GLEIMAN

Contributors
include:

(Continued from Page 1)

freedom from

within.

.

.Man (of

his

own accord) can be turned or
turn himself into a function, into a slave."

Dr.

Gleiman believes that the

philosopher and teacher have an
important role to play in the
continuous struggle against the
docile conformity of man, as well
as preventing the state from becoming a master, not a servant.
ART CLUB

(Continued from Page 1)
even a bad painting has a certain
charm, if it portrays an epoch. He
hopes a new art form may come

from advertising art.

Travers' final words about his
friend were: "As an artist, Jean
Coctean felt he was an instru-

to

this

issue

Nancy Birdsall, Ann Bohnen,
Joyce Bryan, Noreen Connelly,
Connie Lopez, Mary McGann,
Terry Myers, M. Moriarity,

S.

Power.

At their meeting, November
18th, the faculty voted for an
unlimited cut system beginning
next semester. The majority of
the students had committed
themselves to attending class,
and the class officers had given
Mother Quinlan these decisions
in writing. The final decision
rested with the faculty. Now we
students must fulfill our commitment.

the N.S.A. Regional Conference
at Clarke University, Worcester.
Maureen Daley, and Mary McGann, met leaders of the New
England Civil Rights movement,
and discussed the college students'
rally in this movement. Representatives from the Congress of Ra.
cial Equality (CORE), Northern
Student Movement (NSM), Student Non-violent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC), and the National Association for the Ad.
vancement of Colored Peoples illuminated racial problems and de.
scribed solutions offered by New
Englanders and Southerners.
After the movie "We'll Never
Turn Back," portraying Negrovoter registration in Mississippi,
the young Sman who organized
his neighbors into the Harlem
Action (HA) for better conditions, described the poverty and
squalor plaguing the Northern
Negro.

NSA is eager to promote student interest in the problem of
civil rights and racial discrimination, and in possible solutions to
these problems. The National Congress this summer passed resolutions

applauding

the NSM

and

SNCC programs. The regional
conferences help to uphold these
resolutions.

ment of God."

"Clio Is a Muse"

Gorman's publication,

General Semantics and Contemporary
Thomism, attests
her
knowledge and understanding of

Dr. Gleiman and his fiancee, Nancy Waeber '63, show surprise at
the informal shower given them by the college.

After the first session of Seton Hall's colloquium, Mother Maguire,
Professor of English at Newton, and James Kennedy discuss how history
may enter literature.

On Saturday, October 26th, SeHall
University welcomed

ton

Mothers C. E. Maguire and Mary
Quinlan as participants in the
E.nglish Department's Fifth An-

nual Colloquium. They joined
James G. Kennedy, Upsala College, Leland D. Peterson, Old
Dominion College, and John A.
Duff, Seton Hall, in discussing
"History and the Literary Imagin-

ation."
Speaking about "Modern Nov.
elists and History," James Kennedy defended his thesis that some
modern novels deal with history,
while others appeal to historical
facts to reassure readers of their
sincerity. Mr. Kennedy held that:
"the novelist's literary imagination
and the historian's empathy to reconstruct the past are not radical,
ly opposed."

Mother Maguire applied George
Lukac's theory, that "both the
novel and the drama are specifically historical when they show
the sharpening of trends in a historical crisis," to William Goldillg's novella, Envoy Extraordinary. In this hilarious presentation
of life in the third century A.D.,
Golding, said Mother Maguire, "is
not, interested in fidelity to historical fact, but to those general
principles of ethical and political
probability which govern the realm
of the contingent a.nd the proximate."
Characters like the
young Greek, Phanocles, who invents a steamboat and a rocket,
are believable in the circumstances
Golding has created. Mother Maguire concluded that, in this nov.
Ella, Golding did dissolve and diffuse historical facts, but by presenting the moving historical
trends, "unlocked the doors be.

tween the present and the past."
Speaking'
as an historian,

Mother Quinlan

agreed

with Mr.

Kennedy and Mother Maguire
that the literary imagination enters history when the historian
sees reality on "several levels at
once, and perceives it as a unified
whole having a vitality of its
own." Mother Quinlan referred to
such examples of historical insight as Gibbon's imaginative ex.
perience on the Capitol. This experience corresponds to an exercise of the literary imagination.
The diffusion and dissipation of
facts enters history, she believes,
when some "particular landscape,
building, or fleet, as it is in any
single period of time, is seen
as changing through time." But
if you ask her how this intuition
functions in the creation of a
historical work, she will answer:
"Clio is a muse."

Among Ourselves
ENGAGED:
Leila Boyle, '64, to Mr. Frank
R. Gemme, who is a graduate of
the University of Hartford and
'currently heads the English Department at Milford Preparatory

School, Milford, Connecticut.
Kathleen Fishel, '62, to William
Henry McCullough, Jr. Mr. McCullough graduated from Notre
Dame in 1959 and received an
M.B.A. from the Harvard Gra.
duate School of Business Administration last June.
Amelia Maine, '64, to Wallace
Edward Carroll, Jr. Mr. Wallace
graduated from Lincoln College
and now attends Boston College.
,

(Continued

on

Page 4)

GLEIMAN-WAEBER WEDDING

"See What Good Things Happen in Montreal?"
Dateline: Montreal
Excitement over the GleimanWaeber wedding in Montreal be.
gan long before the Nuptial Mass
at 11 :00 A.M. on Saturday, November 9th. Nancy was on the
phone all day Friday trying to locate her guests who were coming
from all directions. Because one
of the directions had been wrong,
she was afraid everyone would
end up in Toronto, some four hundred miles from here. (Alas, the
American attitude: "it's all Canada," was being proved wrong.
.
to the secret mischievous delight
of this re-naturalized Montrealer
.
.). Clare McMahone and Susie
Costigan arrived by train with
the comment: "It's so big-" The
McCarthy family asked tiredly:
"How many bridges are there in
this city?"; and the car with Dr.
Naves, the Godfreys and Margot
.

.

Butler finally pulled in, with Mrs.
Godfrey saying: "I knew this motel was called after an archangel
(Raphael)." After clearing with
a non-bilingual and by now very
confused French nightclerk, all
assembled in one room, exhausted.
Two telegrams had arrived from
Newton College-in-California and
Paris. Nancy was trying to convince! US we couldn't call Kim "Dr.
Gleiman." There was much chatter and laughter till the wee
small hours, when Beth Tierney,
Beth Martin, and Patty O'Leary
at last wended their way up to
Number 41. We finally convinced
Nancy she couldn't sleep on the
floor with her head on a Thucydides text, despite her new hairdo.
Saturday
everyone

dawned rainy, but
rose undaunted at 7:30.

Clare had discovered a disappearironing board (which Nancy
would probably have slept on, had
she known it was there), and she
ironed all the dresses. After some
last minute sewing on the bride's
dress, we wrapped her in a plastic bag and deposited her in the
ing

McCarthys' car, with scattered
comments of "1 can't believe
Little is getting married" arid "I
just can't call him Lubo."
Maureen ex.Slattery, now Durley, was at the Church with her
husband, and Mr. and Mrs. Curran with five-month-old Kristen
were already inside. There was
some confusion over flowers; the
ftroom almost didn't get one; but
soon the procession began.
The bridesmaids, Maura McCarthy and Margot Butler, were
in deep purple satin, arid Nancy
followed 011 Dr. McCarthy's arm,

wearing a short white satin dress
with a mantilla. Mass was cele.
brated by Pere Regis from the
University of Montreal. Following the ceremony, the wedding
party signed the register at the
altar (since, in Quebec, the ecclesiastical ceremony is also civil).
We then rushed out clutching
our little bags of confetti until
the newlyweds emerged for a real
shower. The reception took place
at the Clairfontaine restaurant,
and when it was time to cut the
cake, the Gleimans had a hard
time trying to cut through a cardboard neatly inserted by the chef
for easier cutting. Mr. Curran
thought
someone might have
slipped in a Summa, just for fun.
We missed Dr. Fitzgibbon and
Mr. Conway, for we had hoped
especially for an eloquent toast
from the 1963 Newton College

Homecoming' King.
Then everyone moved out to
the Gleimans' for a party. Nancy
changed into a going away outfit
complete with little black hat
(symbol of the married lady), and
came downstairs to throw a flower. The bridal bouquet is by now
in front of Mater at Newton. The
carnation rebounded several
times a.nd finally arrived in Maura's hand. Amidst another shower
of confetti the Gleimans drove
away in Epoque, dragging a tin
can. And no ojie could believe it
still, but we were all delighting
in living the happy dream.
. . .Now, you Americans, see
what good things happen in MonA.M.
treal, Canada?. . .

(Ed. note Anne McGracken edited
"885" last year. She now attends

McGill

University)
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FAITH CHALLENGED ON CATHOLIC CAMPUS?

"The leopard" Stalks on Screen,
Movie Captures Novel's Spirit
'The Leopard" is not a movie for the unimaginative or uninformed. The events shown take place during the nineteenth-century struggle for Italian unification. Flashbacks explain pertinent facts, but the viewer
must fill in some gaps himself and so takes an active
role.
The Prince of Salina (Burt Lancaster) is the central figure. His aristocratic background, wealth, education and experience do not solve the problems created
by changing times, but he is strong and superhumanly
patient in his unprotesting acceptance of events marking the end of his era. Mr. Lancaster portrays the
Prince as a man of incisive thought and penetrating

vision.
Wellesley's Cokie Boggs and Sandy Pratt reveal the advantages and disadvantages of attending a non-Catholic college.

On Wednesday evening, October 23, the Debate Club sponsored a lively discussion between
Newton and Wellesley students on
the advantage and disadvantage
of a Catholic student attending
either a Catholic college or a nonCatholic college. Newton's views
were aired by Lee Boyle, who presented the advantages of attending a Catholic college, while Janet
Regan showed its disadvantages.
Cokie Boggs from Wellesley presented the advantages of attending a non-Catholic college and
Cindy Pratt discussed the disad-

resides on the Catholic campus.
The Catholic student on a nonCatholic campus is faced with
many religious points of view and
will probably find her faith challenged from without. A Catholic
student is surrounded by similar
religious viewpoints but may find
her faith challenged from within
Catholicism itself.
One general point of agreement
was that the sacraments are much

and were mainly exemplified on
the academic level. The Catholic
studejit in a secular college may or
may not be presented with different biases in her courses,
i.n the way they are presented,
while the Catholic in a Catholic
college is in contact with Christian scholars who present widely
differing positions within Catho.

more availabe

we

vantages.
It was
point of

have to go out of the way to
further your religious knowledge,
rather than have it presented

decided that the main
difference between the
two colleges is that a pluralistic
atmosphere

prevelant on a
secular campus while homogeneity
is

pus
pus.

on a Catholic camthan on a non-Catholic cam-

However, it was discussed
whether it would be better to

solely on a Catholic basis. Points
were brought up for both sides

licism.

It was generally agreed that
all are seeking higher intellectual stimulation, but that the
paths to this goal differed in the
two schools. Most importantly, it
is up to a high school senior *o
weigh both sides carefully from
her personal viewpoint before deciding on attending either a Cath-

olic or non.Catholic

college.

"DISPATCH" USE
GIVEN TO ALL
...

by

R. Lobes

The response to the Young Re.
publican

Leadership

"All's Predictable"
In Lowell's Poetry

Workshop

on campus in October indicates a productive 19C3-C4 sea.
son for the YR's. Besides working on the Kostoji Project of

held

Precinct Education and working
for the bipartisian Massachusetts
Committee for Constitutional Reform, the club's primary project
is the publishing of Vol. 11l of
The Dispatch.
The Dispatch has

no explicit
implicit editorial policy.
Through its statewide circulation,
it hopes to provide a central forexchange
um for students to
ideas.
So
much
far,
opinions and
to the editor's embarrassment,
Newto.n students have not sub.
or

mitted any articles while students
from other colleges have readily

that NSA,
NSM and NFCCS might capitalize
on The Dispatch's statewide circulation with other colleges.

responded. We

feel

"LEADERSHIP CAUSES
PROBLEMS IN EAST,"
SAYS LEO CHANG
Mr. Leo Chang spoke on the
Far East and its problems at the
November Oth meeting of the International Relations Club. After
graduating from Catholic University, Mr. Chang, a native of Korea and son of the former premier,
did graduate work at Georgetown. lie now teaches Internanational Politics at Regis College.
Mr. Chang described the political, ideological, and economic
problems of the Asian nations and

emphasized that they are important to us because of the Cold
War situation.
Holding that poor leadership
and fear of too much Western influence cause political instability,
he stated that such instability invites recurrent revolutions and
Communism.

By capturing the spirit of Sicily where the changeless plains and timeless mountains contrast sharply with
the political turmoil and social upheaval, the photography reveals all the contradictions of the land itself.
Although the viewer knows how these changes will
affect the Prince and his class, he is also made aware of
the compromises entailed. Whether directed by president or king, with constitution or without, life is basically the same.
Despite the intense personal passions involved, the
picture's tone is one of passive resignation, regret without bitterness, and deep, but peaceful melancholy. Because the tranquillity of the Sicilian land and people
pervades "The Leopard," the viewer feels that although
governments may change and social patterns may shift,
life moves there as serenely now as it did before.
Unlike most Holywood treatments of best sellers,
the movie version of Guiseppe de Lampedusa's The
Leopard almost surpasses the novel. The producer and
director of this film have created a work of art from
beginning on end. Although the book conveyed real empathy for and understanding of its characters, the movie
adds the graphic accuracy needed to bring them to life.

"Mad dogs and Englishmen go out in the mid-day sun."

Mr. Chang sees the essence of
the economic problem as the gap
between the level of expectation
and the level of achievement. This
gap results from a lack of knowhow and a nation's attachment
to obsolete methods. In addition,
the mentality of the people is not
geared to long-range planning,
but would prefer rapid and tangible results. There is a visable
lack of incentive in business and
investments. The governments also have a "propensity to spend
beyond what the national economy can afford" thereby causing
"frustration and aggression" among the people.
Mr. Chang emphasized that the
problems of the Asian countries
are our problems as well. As
leaders of the free world, we have
a moral responsibility for the
welfare of the developing nations,
particularly in an age such as
ours, which ought to be "characterized by more international cooperation." He concluded by repeating the now familiar admonition that "it is to the interest of
the American people to win over
the peoples of the Far East as
allies, not as subordinates."

AMONG OURSELVES
(Continued from Page 3)
Susan Mulvanity, 'G2, to Michael
Francis Dolan. Mr. Dolan gradu.
ated from Holy Cross and is now
in his first year at Harvard Law
School.
Marion Wall Sullivan, '59 to Paul
Edward Lucy, who graduated from
Boston College, and received an
M.A. from Columbia University.

MARRIED:
Lenore Maida Coniglio, '60 to
John de Csepel. Mr. de Csepel is a
graduate of the Wharton School
of Commerce and Finance, and
received a master's degree from
New York University. He is now
with McDonnell and Co., a New
York investment firm.
Anne O'Connor Crowley, '62, to
Francis Lawrence Kelley Jr. Mr.
Kelley is a graduate of Xavier
University in Cincinnati.
Eileen Carrion, ex '64, to Rector
Rodriguez. Mr. Rodriguez is a graduate of Georgetown University
and the University of Maryland
Medical School. He is now a resi.
dent medical student in a Balti-

more hospital.

24th, Brandeis
October
On
University presented Robert Lowell reading and commenting on
his own poems ajid on those of
his contemporaries. The sedately
dressed Pulitzer Prize winner ad.
dressed a large and responsive
audience in the Golding Judaic
Center. He read three of his owji
poems, and selections from poets
who had died within the last
eighteen months. These included:
E. E. Cummings, William Carlos
Williams, Sylvia Plath, and Theodore Roethke.
Lowell's poems, The Mouth of
Flaw, and
The Hudson, The
Softwood, contrast sharply with
those of his contemporaries. Although all describe TwentiethCentury America,
his tone is
more sedate, conveying a resignation to life's incongruities. In The
Flaw, the main symbol is a black
dot in the eye, which the poet
sees as representing free will.;
"The black dot is almost as useless as free will," he said. "We
don't know how it will move. It
is abstract and unpredictable. .
like the undetermined part of the
atom which is such a joy to those
who don't believe in determinism."
"Softwood,' said Lowell, "is a
kind of elegaic poem to my Aunt
Winslow dying of cancer in
Washington D.C. The poem describes summer in Maine where
"things last but sometimes for
days only children seem fit to
handle children." He ends his elegy
"knowing each drug that numbs
alerts another nerve to pain."
.

Speaking of his own development as a poet, Lowell says he
first wrote difficult poems using

symbols, then simple poems from
experience, and has now returned
to writing difficult poems "unintelligible to the audience." Judged
from his three most recent poems,
this description seems valid. To
quote a

possible,

line from The Flaw: "All's
"all's predictable" in

Lowell's poetry.

Boston Enjoys
Summer Theater
"Bright, animated performance"
.
."Thriller in suburbia".
."
"satisfying summer theater.
The Boston Press used these terms
to greet the Newton Summer
Theater. During June and July,
the newly-formed theater presented three comedies chosen by its
directors, Muriel and Frank Dolan, for their entertainment value.
.

.

.

.

.

"Arms and the Man," George
Bernard Shaw's satbo on love and
war, opened the season on June
26th. The Boston Globe said:
"Rare are the times when a summer theater can fill completely
the demands of a Shaw play, but
the Newton troupe is more than
up to the task."
Professional and semi-professional actors from the Boston area
and elsewhere played in Enid Bagnold's mysterious comedy, "The
Chalk Garden," from July 10th to
the 13th. The brittle English
comedy, "On Approval," closed
the season.

Mr. Dolan directs the Dramatic
and several years
wife operated a
summer theater in New Hamp.
Club at Newton
ago he and his

shire.
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Lay Apostolate

Needs Volunteers
Father John Sullivan from the
Catholic Church Extension Society
spoke to students on November
13th. He explained the Extension's one.year program which
sends lay apostles to the Southern and South-Western parts of
the United States. The program,
now in its third year, involves
three hundred Catholic College
graduates representing 126 colleges.

The program includes four separate areas of work. Many volunteers teach in grammar and high
schools. Father Sullivan described
one grammar school in Louisiana
where six college graduates teach
330 Negro children. Another ser-

POLL PROVES

WE DO WORK
In September, besides the usual
forms, students submitted information about their
summer activities to the Placement Office. Results show that
391 students, more than half the
college, worked this summer, and

registration

that the Sophomores were the
most industrious. Last year, however, 480 students held summer
jobs.

Most of the students worked as
secretaries, camp counsellors,
salesgirls, clerks, or waitresses.
Each class had a member holding
an unusual or interesting job.
Cathy Palenchar, a Freshman,
worked as a credit investigator for
a financial company in Trenton,
New Jersey. Mary McGann, her
classmate, was a companion to a
retarded child, while Marie Bray
taught swimming to blind children for the C.Y.0., Lynbrook,
New York. Some Freshmen also
worked as chamber maids and
short-order cooks.

The Sophomores had their
share of unusual jobs. Eileen Mahoney was a nurse at the Natick
Animal Clinic, Natick, Mass. Ann
Silber was sailing master at the
Lewis Bay Yacht Club, West Yarmouth.
Others painted and
sketched by commission and edited
newspapers for a

press clipping

service.
Two

5
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Juniors worked in

the

entertainment field, Carol Donahue sang at the Cliff Hotel,
Scituate, Mass., while Bobbi Lorch
danced professionally in New York
City. Rosemary Lobes, a senior,
publicized and starred in the Pelham Summer Theater's production,
"Wonderful Town." Janet McInerny, Angie McDonnell, Virginia O'Hara, Priscilla Durkin, Gret.
chen Monagan, Nancy McNiff,
and Marianne Hall worked for the
Boston College Lay Apostolate
Program in New Mexico.

The Seniors were primarily engaged in social work. Mary Lou
Brenda Corcoran,
and Sue Duffy worked in this
field, while Bernie Moore kept
Senator Gore's office running in
Cunningham,

D.C. Europe attractmembers of the
twenty-five
ed
Class of '64. Among those vaWashington,

cationing there were: Carolyn
Davis, Carol Odenbacb, Alice McDowell, Jane Bangs, Sheila Gorman, Marcia Murphy, and Nancy
Beak. Marcia Porter, a sophomore,
visited Australia and the South
Pacific islands, and Freshman Patti Hunt toured the Orient.

Students in every class took
summer courses. Senior Lish Collins studied Existentialism at Harvard, and Sheila Mclntire took
Psychology of the Subnormal at
Salem State College.

vice is parish work. In this program, the volunteers perform all
the priestly duties except administering the Sacraments. Nurses
are also needed in the South. They
resemble Visiting Nurses, but they
work through the parishes. The
fourth type of work is assisting
Newman Club Chaplins in South,

ern

Universities.

These

volun-

teers help in contacting and working with students on the campus-

es.

Missions

11l

This work is carried out through

one hundred eleven different missions. The Extension volunteers all
live in residences provided through
the program. Transportation is usually provided for the volunteers
(both to and from their work.)
Father Sullivan also pointed out
that volunteers are sent home for
the Christmas holidays. Single
volunteers receive $50.00 per
month besides room and board.
On Monday evening, November
11th, two members of the Sodality
attended a lecture at Regis Col.
lege given by Father Drolet, S.J.,
moderator of New York diocesan
sodalities. The topic of the lecture was the place and importance
of a Sodality in the lives of men
and women. Father stressed the
importance of building a love for
Christ and leading a life based on
this love. Consecration, Father
said, should play an important role
in the life of the Sodalist. After
the speech, a discussion period
followed in which Father offered
practical suggestions for sodalists.

Elia Capone
Announces
New Plays

De Paola Speaks Upon Request:
On Church Art Survey Reveals Opinions
Students met one of their professors on a more informal basis
at the November 6th Art Club
Lecture. Mr. Tomie de Paola of
our Art Department spoke on present clay Church Art. By injecting into his lectui'e short
notes on his education and experience, he also indicated some of
the fields open to art students.

Mr. de Paola studied at the
Pratt Institute in New York and
then taught at Colby Junior College, New Hampshire. His interest in Church Art led him to work
with the Benedictine monks in
Vermont. His commissions in this
field include executing murals,
paintings, and Stations of the
Cross, as well as designing vestments. He has often combined his
interest in Church art and architecture by designing Church exteriors. He also designs Christmas
cards, some of which were displayed at the last Christmas show
of Boston's Botolph Group, and
are currently on display in Stuart.
When speaking of his contact
with Church art, Mr. de Paola
showed interest in coordinating
good contemporary style with
Church art. He explained his own
use of Christian symbolism to accomplish this objective, and referred to the movement's origin
and extension in France. His descriptions of the applications of
prevalent forms and style to
Church art proved enlightening
both to the art majors and to students only casually acquainted
with modern art.

...

Cathy Beyer

An interview conducted last
week showed students' reactions to
recent criticism of "885" and to
first issue of "The Pimpernel."
Of thirty-eight students inter,
viewed, only nineteen had read

the "Pimpernel" which defines itself as a "sounding board for
opinions existing on campus."
These felt it ought to continue to
supplement other campus publi.
cations. The upperclassmen resented the anonymity of its articles, while the Freshmen and
sophomores recognized mystery as
an integral part of a studied ef.
feet. Most thought the criticism
offered in"The Pimpernel" valid and fairly well expressed. Many
upperclassmen, however, questioned its journalistic effective,
ness, and about half felt that
such criticism could not have appeared in "885."
About three-fourths of the stu.
dents questioned had read the last
issue of "885"
the seniors seem
to have been the least interested.
Most felt it was a fair-to.good
?

publication, although several (noticeably
the sophomores) dis.
agreed. Many Freshmen had a neutral attitude toward their paper,
while the Juniors and Seniors had

recognized an improvement in
"885" since their Freshman year.
Most did not know that the last
two issues contained criticism of
school publications. Yet, despite

their comments, only four students
had ever submitted anything to
the paper, and two-thirds of the
group were sure they would not
do so in the future.

The Freshmen suggested improving "885" by publishing more
issues, more articles on individual
students, more student opinion and
current controversy, and less faculty news. The Sophomores requested humor, off-campus news,
and articles on individual students.
The Juniors added a plea for more
extensive photography, guest editorials, and vitality. Seniors asked
for articles expressing the views
of political clubs and of individual
students.

Although everyone thought the
paper could be substantially improved, they did not want to abolish this publication. Although
everyone expressed some dissatis-

faction, very few felt the task of
improving the paper was their responsibility. Interest and initiative
on the whole were low. This survey indicates that
tered complaints
present

those who regisregarding

the

value of "885" and who

really want to do something about
improving it, will have to fight an
uphill battle against lethargy and
lack of interest of the student
body.

The Interest Committee serves
Newton students by offering them
information about cultural events
in the Boston area. This information is posted weekly on the In.
terest Committee bulletin board
outside the dining room. Tickets
for events on the designated
V.L.P. night are sold in the dining room on Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday of the week prior
to the events. The committee tries
to make all prices available and
to offer several events on each
V.L.P. night. If asked, the committee will secure advance tickets
for any event.

Elia Capone, Interest Commit,
tee head, is pleased with student
attendance at plays, lectures, and
concerts. She reminds students to
watch

the

bulletin

board

for

coming attractions.
Complimentary Tickets

The

Interest Committee often

receives free lecture tickets, which
are given to students on a "first
come, first serve" basis. The Museum of Fine Art sends the committee tickets to all its openings
during the school year. Ford Hall
Forum also send the committee
complementary tickets. There is
10:30 lecture permission given
to three or more students on any
night of the week with the dor.
mitory warden's permission. Jordan Hall has concerts almost
every evening at a nominal fee,
and the plays, "A Man for All
Seasons," "High Spirit," "Ham-

Newton Welcomes Bermuda's Talbot Brothers to the King Philip Ballroom on

a

Sunday,

Club Discusses Hughes, Forster
Newton's Literary Club met on
October 21st, and
on November 12th to discuss novels by Richard Hughes and E. M.

let" and "Funny Girl" are com.
ing to downtown Boston theatres.

October 7th,

Most of the Interest Committee
members are Seniors, but Elia
would like to have new members

Forster.

from the other classes to carry
on its services next year. She says:
"There are jobs for every interart, publicity, finances,
est
drama and lecture criticism, ticket selling, etc."
?

November 24th.

The first night's discussion centered on The Fox in the Attic by
Mr. Hughes, the first volume of
an historical trilogy. This volume
dealt with the pre-Hitler era in
England and in Germany. The

Club considered the novel's literary, historical, and philosophical
elements.
On October 21st, the

Club

com-

pared A High Wind in Jamaica,
another novel by Hughes, with his
The Fox in the Attic. The discus-

sion's participants decided that
the two novels were similar in
philosophic and symoblic content.
They considered A High Wind in

Jamaica the more psyschological
and The Fox in the Attic, the more
historical of the two.
Participants in the November
12th meeting considered E. M.
Forster's novel, Howards End.
This novel deals with English and
German elements as does The Fox
in the Attic. The Club found characters in Howards End, unlike
those in the Hughe's novel, somewhat superficial.
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Problem Aired:

Basis For Legislation
Sought In Civil Rights
The Debate Club discussed Civil Rights on Thursday, November Ith. ire ashed Connie Lopez to clarify some
basi<? points in this issue for our rentiers. l
{Ed.

note:

Congress is considering several bills designed to solve
the Civil Rights problem, but this consideration entails
finding a proper basis for such legislation. The two main
constitutional bases are the Commerce Clause and the

Fourteenth Amendment.
Because it can be enforced more easily, the Commerce Clause seems potentially more effective. This clause
(Constitution: Art. I, Section 8, Clause 3) provides:
to regulate commerce
The Congress shall have power
with foreign nations and among several states and with Indian tribes.
When interpreting this clause, the Supreme Court has
held that where commerce depends on uniformity among
states, the state may not impose its own regulations. A
state's segregation laws, if they differ from state to state,
are related to commerce.
Since segregation violates the Constitution only when
it is supported and protected by the state government, a
proposal based on the Commerce Clause would have to
bring public accommodations under the government. It could
do this by requiring these establishments to purchase stateissued licenses. This plan, however, leaves no room for
personal grievances and freedom of exclusion. The Circuit Courts have explicitly rejected the proposition that,
by licensing a business, the state assumes a positive duty
...

to prevent

discrimination.

The Fourteenth Amendment States:
No state shall make or enforce any law which shall
abridge the privileges and immunities of any citizen of the
United States nor shall any state deprive any one person
life, liberty and property.
The Supreme Court interpreted this as applying only to
Federal and state segregation, not to private discrimination. What is private discrimination? Does the owner of
a private establishment lose his right to select and reject
his patrons? The problem arises from a clash between human rights and property rights. Are they separate?
.

.
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Volunteers Bring
Children On

"Animals" Crush "Hackers," 2-0

Campus

After two weeks of grueling
practice, the Senior Animals met

ally able adjourned to the banks
of the Charles for a victory cele.

Small, high-pitched voices rapidly exhibiting rare mid-week enthusiasm have startled many students at dinner. They belong to
wide-eyed youngsters from the
one of the
Nazareth Home
branches under the supervision of
the Volunteer Service. Most of
the children at Nazareth, in Jamaica Plain, are not orphans.
Their parents place them under
the care of Sisters of Charity
the Daughters of St. Vincent de
Paul for financial reasons, marital problems, or because one parent is an alcoholic.
Last year, for the first time
since Newton has been "working"
with Nazareth, volunteers decided
to bring children to the Newton
campus two or three days a week
from 3:30 to 6:00. The students
now have more time to spend entertaining, and being entertained
by the children, aged five to nine.
Satisfying Work
Few "jobs" are more enjoyable
satisfying than Nazareth
and
"work." The children are delighted with any suggestions, such
as sports in warm weather,
building snowmen in winter, chalk
and blackboard games, and most
of the same old smoker games
we ourselves enjoy. Besides the
enjoyment of reverting to the fun
days of childhood, there is the
reward of knowing the children
are enjoying themselves tremendously and are anxious to express
their gratitude.

the Sophomore Hackers in Newton's big, and only, football game.
Playing to a capacity crowd, the
Seniors proved their superiority
by trouncing the Sophomores 2-0.
The Seniors scored when alert de.
fenseman Mimi Maine trapped
a ball-carrying Sophomore behind
her own goal line. Mimi developed
her skill under Senior bread,
coach Pat Carrolls' tutelage.

bratioji.

-

-

-

Seniors Triumph

The Milton flash, Karen Wallace, quarterbacked the Seniors,
while Captain Martha Roughan
called the Sophomore's offensive
plays. Th Sophomore offense was
more effective, but the Seniors
under Captain Sally Reuter prevented a Sophomore touchdown.
The half-time show included
several musical renditions by Newton's own answer to John Philip
Sousa's organization. The crowning of the Homecoming King, Jo.
seph I of the House of Conway,
however, was the high point of
the festivities. Ushered onto the
field in a mint-green Cadillac convertible driven by a blond chauf.
feur, he accepted the spectators'
homage with due dignity. Respledent in tails and top hat, King
Conway's topical acceptance
speech stole the day from the hard
playing teams.

Following the game, Seniors and
Sophomores retired to nurse
strained and aching muscles, and
to obtain ace bandages, crutches,
etc. The few Seniors still physic-

.

.

?

?

large bedrooms. Cranmore, Black,
and Wildcat Mountains are only
fifteen minutes away, and Can.
non Mountain is only an hour's
drive. Newton may use the lodge
from the first to the last snowfall. Some students are sharing the
rental fee and will ski on alternate weekends. Members may also
rent out their beds to other students. A car and room list will be

Freedom <ind justice require a balance of power within the government and a balance of rights among citizens. A strict recognition of property rights may obscure
civil rights, but the attempt to guarantee civil rights may
infringe or destroy other freedoms.
Another basic issue is the enforcement of the legislation. Some leaders believe the Federal Government does
not have the right to enfore such legislation. Others feel,
however, that if the power of execution were delegated to
the states, they would not take action against their pres-

posted.

ent regulations.

We cannot be indifferent to the Civil Rights issue.
It is complex and demands intelligent analysis leading to
a suitable solution.
BURKE'S PHARMACY
341 Washington Street
Newtoji Corner, Mass.

DE 2-9100

We deliver and cash checks

The Flower Bouquet
Your Campus Florist
1189 Centre St.

Newton Centre
Bi 4-7750
Deliveries daily to Moms
&

Dads anywhere

GRANT'S JEWELRY
83 Union St. (near

MTA Sta.)
Newton Centre, Mass.
Electonrically Ci Grant, Prop.
Cleaned & Timed Class of '36
Watch repairs

Sacred Heart

Senior Ann Curry tries for

HUBBARD'S
DRUG STORE

A

&

0

$

coiffure

CbuSSO'S

Newton, Mass.

Sandler

touchdown.

The place to have a smart

425 Centre Street

opp. Public Library

a

Blgelow 4-8900 or 4-8901

I

Cotjjioici

NEWTON CENTRE 59, MASS.
Twelve twenty-nine Centre St.

NADEL'S Footwear
featuring shoes by

SHOP

BERMUDA

Foot Flairs
P. F. Canvas

Ivy League Pilgrimage

1267 Centre Street

Spring Vacation

NEWTON CENTER

Jet Round Trip Air Fare $75.00

THE HOUSE OF ARON

Also featuring Italian Imports,

Hags,

lioots, it cetera.

/Yltcfiaels Slice Salon
Coolidge Corner

?

291

Open Thursday
Charge

&

Harvard St.

?

Brookline

Friday until 9 P.M.

Accounts

invited

Total-Best Hotel, all meals $185
Deadline for Bookings

Jewelry
Expert Repairing
Watches
Clocks
Bead Restringing
212 Sumner St.
Newton Centre
Opp. Post Office
LA 7-81G2
DE 2-3313
Watches & Gifts

Students may still try out for
the basketball team on Monday
and Thursday evenings. The Athletic Association hopes to rent
the Academy gym for games with:
Emmanuel, Boston State Teachers, Gordon, Brandeis, Manhattanville, Boston College Nursing,
and Regis. The team plans to play
ten games this season.
Brandeis will sponsor a swimming day later in November, and
has invited the Newton Swimming Club to participate. The
events have not yet been definitely

scheduled.
On November 25th the ski mowill be shown. The semesterbreak ski trip, open to everyone,
will run from January 29th to
at Tamarack
February 2nd,
Lodge in Franconia New HampMittersill
shire. Cannon and
Mountainns are nearby. Accommodations for thirty skiers are available, and the $27 fee includes a
room, two meals per day, and
transportation. Athletic Association President, Mary King, says:
"I hope as many as possible come
to the movie and then decide to
make the trip. It has really been
fun in the part."
vie

-

H

appaycuJoa

Newton Rents
Ski Lodge
For $50, twenty-four ski enthusiasts have rented Cedar Mountain Farm, in Jackson, New Hamshire for the season. Besides a
pot belly kitchen stove, the lodge
contains the basic conveniences
heat, electricity, gas
and six

-

.

Mr. Joseph Conway, Homecoming King, tips his hat to greet his
subjects.

-

Dec. 20th
For

details call:

Frank O'Toole (Harvard)
CA 7-0238 (after 1 P.M.)

